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Deadmau5, Flume, DJ Snake, Martin Garrix, Jauz, Dillon Francis and Oliver Heldens are all making their first trip to beautiful Ibiza. From the likes of The Glade and JUICE to glamorous luxury hotels such as Hotel Gordon and Silver Palms, Ibiza is in for a pop-up event this summer.

Here are the 10 DJs taking part… Dillon Francis Dillon Francis is a DJ, producer, live performer, singer and songwriter. He has released multiple singles, albums and EPs. His debut album, called “Boys of Summer”, was released in 2011. He has had four top ten singles on the
Billboard Hot 100. Deadmau5 Deadmau5 is a Canadian DJ, producer and remixer. He is known for his unique style of electronic music and his mau5step uses a customized mixing board which comes equipped with several buttons and knobs for making complex sounds. Martin
Garrix Martin Garrix is a Dutch DJ who is most known for his energetic trance music. He is the best-selling electronic artist worldwide with over 2 billion streams on Spotify. His debut single was released in 2008, entitled “Silence”. It has since been certified nine times Platinum
and reached the top spot on the Dutch iTunes chart. Flume Flume is an Australian DJ, singer, producer and songwriter. He is best known for his heavy bass house and emotive electronic music. A lot of his work involves sampling and taking influence from artists ranging from

Timbaland to Mark Ronson. He has collaborated with the likes of Tiesto, the Avalanches and Santigold. Jauz Jauz is a Brazilian DJ, electronic music producer, remixer and DJ born in Santos, Brazil. He is a member of the duo Locomo c6a93da74d
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